Vinyl and resilient flooring installations can be enough of a hassle without having to fight your scribing material at every turn. Installers don’t need the aggravation of having to wrestle with clumsy, heavy pattern felts. Nor should they have to worry about other products that can bleed and stain expensive floors, walls and furniture. That’s why Fortifiber Building Systems Group® offers flooring installers better alternatives to cheap felts — Scribe Rite Flooring and Pattern Papers.

**Ideal Price & Performance**
Fortifiber’s family of flooring and pattern papers is designed to deliver optimum efficiency in flooring installations at a competitive price. Our Scribe Rite Black Paper stands out as one of the most user-friendly pattern products on the market, weighing just half the weight of comparable products. It works extremely well with traditional metal scribing tools. Our Scribe Rite White Paper is not only a clean and easy to manage pattern paper, but it is also suitable for use as an underlayment for resilient flooring systems.

Each of Fortifiber’s scribing papers consistently delivers crisp, clear scribing lines and smooth cut edges. Individual roll carton packaging protects the unused portion and provides for easy handling and storage.

**Fortifiber’s scribing papers consistently deliver crisp, clear scribing lines and smooth cut edges.**

**Decades of Proven Performance**
Scribe Rite Black and Scribe Rite White are marketed by the Fortifiber Building Systems Group. With more than a seventy-five year history of proven performance, technical expertise and practical know-how, the company has become a trusted partner to builders, architects and code officials.
**Scribe Rite Black**

**Product Description:** Scribe Rite Black Flooring & Pattern Paper is a specially designed scribing and pattern paper for wood and resilient flooring applications. It is used with traditional metal scribing tools. Not intended for use as a waterproof membrane or as a crack isolation membrane under tile.

**Product Features:**
- A stabilized product not readily affected by temperature changes.
- Cleaner, less likely to leave hand prints on walls, floors or furniture.
- Easy to scribe with a scribing tool, providing clear lines for a clean cut.
- One-half the roll weight per 1,000 sq.ft. of other scribing products.
- Cartoned for protection and easy storage of the unused portion.
- Cuts easily and provides a clean, smooth cut edge.
- Meets all requirements of Federal Specification UU-B-790a, Type 1, Grade D, Style 2.

**Size & Weight:** Scribe Rite Black is available in 36” x 150 lineal feet (450 sq.ft.) rolls. Roll weight is approximately 25 lbs. Each roll is individually cartoned and palletized 56 rolls per pallet.

**Scribe Rite White**

**Product Description:** Scribe Rite White Flooring & Pattern Paper is a specially designed scribing and pattern paper for wood and resilient flooring applications. It may be used in all types of scribing applications, and is frequently left in place as an underlayment. Not intended for use as a waterproof membrane or as a crack isolation membrane under tile.

**Product Features:**
- A stabilized product not readily affected by temperature changes.
- Very clean; contains no asphalt.
- Provides clear, easy to see, true scribe lines with pen or pencil for a clean cut.
- Easy to use rolls.
- Cartoned for easy handling and storage. Carton protects and extends the life of unused product.

**Size & Weight:** Scribe Rite White is available in 36” x 100 lineal feet (300 sq.ft.) rolls. Roll weight is approximately 32 lbs. Each roll is individually cartoned and palletized 56 rolls per pallet.

**Availability:** The Fortifiber Building Systems Group’s products are distributed nationwide. For product information and pricing, please call a Fortifiber distributor near you. If you need assistance locating a participating distributor, please call our customer service department at 1-800-773-4777.